Measurement of protons for correlation functions using the newly upgraded FAUSTUPS
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Abstract

Proton-proton (pp) correlation functions have been predicted to be sensitive to the density-dependence of the asymmetry energy in the nuclear equation of state. We have upgraded the FAUST with position-sensitive delta-E silicon detectors, to measure correlation functions with high resolution. We developed a methodology for accurate position calibration. Light charged particles produced in the reactions of $^{40}$Ar+$^{70}$Zn, $^{56}$Fe and $^{40}$Ca+$^{58}$Ni at 40 MeV/nucleon have been measured in the resultant Forward Array Using Silicon Technology with Upgraded Position Sensitivity (FAUSTUPS). These systems were chosen to allow the asymmetry to vary while holding either the Z or the A constant. The resolution achieved in this campaign and progress on the calibration is demonstrated.

Literature: Proton-Proton Correlation Functions

- Interferometry, patterns in relative proton momenta, due to the interactions between any 2 protons in the same event
- Correlation Functions sensitive to the asymmetry energy
- Direct interaction between the 2 protons in the reaction
- Good Angular Resolution Important

Experimental Details

- 40A MeV $^{40}$Ar+$^{70}$Zn, $^{56}$Fe and $^{40}$Ca+$^{58}$Ni
- Clear p,d,t delineation in d-E Plots
- Require all 4 signals
- For 3-Signal events on a detector, can recreate expected 4th signal
- Front1+Front2 = Back1 + Back2

Position Calibration Method

- Need a measure of relative detector position for acceptable angular resolution
- 0.040° tungsten mask machined by wire EDM
  - Center hole for beam
  - Stripes
    - (0.010")
    - Each stripe angled to hit detector behind
- Positioned on Front Plate of FAUST
- Collimated Au Target, elastically scattered 15 MeV/nucleon alphas (rings A & B)
- Collimated Th Source (rings C-E)
- Align stripes

Current Status

- FAUSTUPS Hardware
- FAUSTUPS Electronics
- All Data Collected (November 2014-March 2015)
- Calibration Data Collected
- Si Energy Calibration Completed
  - CsI Energy Calibration
  - Particle Identification
  - Position Calibration
- Extract Correlation Functions
- Compare to Simulations
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